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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies 

The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... The Universe of 12
Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies like Oil Revenues from $4
Gas on the 4th of July. Born in the USA on the 4th of July! $$$ "OPEC and
Russia Seek to Support the Price of Oil. Oil ministers meeting this coming week are
expected to continue an agreement to reduce production." By STANLEY REED NY
Times 4 July 2019. 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery sales have grown to exceed $6 billion... none of it
spent on even 1 Mac Pro or Mac Book @ $13,384. 

6-30-2019 Revisiting Joyce Carol Oates’s Short Stories - Or reading all the 1,001
IP invention Projects Salk never got around to giving to Salk II 
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6-30-2019 NY Times; 12 New Books We Recommend This Week... none are by
Salk or Salk II 

6-30-2019 No one in Colorado is working on 1,001 IP invention projects - or even
'One' Invention!! Reefer Madness or Pot Paradise? The Surprising Legacy of the
Place Where Legal Weed Began. Colorado’s first-in-the-nation experiment with
legalized marijuana has infused the drug into almost every corner of life. By JACK
HEALY NY Times. 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery and Korean War Toys go fund me $6 Billion for
UNICEF tomorrow... Time Trump said! 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery and Nuke Subs USS Jimmy Carter go fund me $7
Trillion, as they spent $13 Trillion on this Subs Jimmy Carter donated some
Sunday School money for them. Now we need $7 Trillion for a Rx Pink Recipe to
cure Breast Ovary Cancer with a Pink Latte at Starbucks costing only $7 Trillion
not $13 Trillion for Nuke Subs. Georgia’s struggle out what to do with Stalin and
his legacy has occasionally produced wince-inducing solutions. Jimmy Carter his
legacy of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub will be a Hospital Ship or Shark Fishing
Ship... not a USS Challenger Super Shuttle but those on the USS Challenger Super
Shuttle will know for sure Jimmy and Rosalynn are in Hell not Heaven! “It seems
likely that in the terrors of the ’30s, more Georgians were executed, in proportion
to the country’s size, than in any other republic,” said the historian Simon Sebag
Montefiore, the author of “Young Stalin.” “Probably due to Stalin’s intimacy with
Georgian leaders.” Syphilis in Jimmy Carters Georgia has been the highest in the
USA from 1980 to 2019 and no one is even trying to cure Jimmy Carters Syphilis
in Georgia today. MD's are in to brain cancer work on Jimmy. None of these MD's
who treated Jimmy for Brain cancer touched syphilis. Decades and decades of
syphilis in Georgia picking peanuts too. ... no one can pinpoint anything that Stalin
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did which actually benefited Georgia. Jimmy Carter, grin. Habitat for Humanity will
burn to the ground with WindmillHomes made of steel and concrete blocks, no wood
at all. imposing statue of Stalin that had long stood at the center of town, Jimmy
Carter with Rosalynn at the gas station 18 cents a gallon sign. Genius on the 4th
of July 18 cents a gallon in 1980 and $4 a gallon on the 4th of July 2019.
Mastermind was Jimmy Carter so much for Kennedy's richer comments on Jimmy.
Burn Units at the Brain Cancer hospital, tyrant’s victims. Once completed, the
minister said, the changes would provide the “objective truth” about Stalinism.
Fiery wrecks in Georgia for gas money in the Trillions. Stalin is watching this and
wondering how could they! “He’s a hero here!” Jews with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR... “He’s a hero here!” famous writers in Georgia, that everyone is
very proud of. They don’t seem to understand that Stalin sent them to the gulag
and killed them all.” 

The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina. 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... The Universe of 12
Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies like Oil Revenues from $4
Gas on the 4th of July. Born in the USA on the 4th of July! $$$ "OPEC and
Russia Seek to Support the Price of Oil. Oil ministers meeting this coming week are
expected to continue an agreement to reduce production." By STANLEY REED NY
Times 4 July 2019. 
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Burn Units at Star Wars Disney Galaxy's Edge have been censored out of the NY
Times articles by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Diagnosis! 

Disney Movie "Burn Unit" has been censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Reason
is to many fiery wrecks in the movie. 

 

Cop writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one burned to death of tens of
thousands and Yes the Federal Judge didn't stop to end gas stations because $777
Trillion was to much to pass... 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery go fund me... iMac at every cafe table at Starbucks
Paris! $$$ 
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Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's Pay Parking $$$ in a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies! Yes she said. Pink Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, where millions of
Pink women with Breast-Ovary Cancers are tortured by the Elite Oil Men in Paris
Today! War Crimes in the War on Cancer! 

2-29-2019 Apple to Manufacture New Mac Pro Computer in China Instead of U.S.
announced in the Wall Street Journal yesterday. New England Journal of Medicine
article on 1,001 Nobles in Medicine using the Mac Pro has not been written by Dr.
Lisa Sanders MD and Dr. Taylor Swift ME MD has not written the lyrics for it. 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery sales have grown to exceed $6 billion... none of it
spent on even 1 Mac Pro or Mac Book @ $13,384. 

6-30-2019 Trump in North Korea Today; “This has a lot of significance because it
means that we want to bring an end to the unpleasant past and try to create a new
future, so it’s a very courageous and determined act,” Mr. Kim told reporters. 

6-30-2019 Prince Harry in Afghastan not Sirius, took the gold from all the dead
on his Afghan Battlefields. The British, who didn’t count the heaps of corpses at
Seoul for the last 66 years counted the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from BP Oil
just like Tipu's Gold Box 20 sided. Since Jimmy Carter the British learned of the
20 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe with no Exodus inventions or British Army
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working on 400 Times faster than the speed of light inventions to stream live
Jewish Aliens at Sirius, they helped invent MIT War Toys instead for the Tipu
$$$ Gold Box 21 Sided today. 

6-30-2019 The president in North Korea said, "speed is not the object" in trying
to reach a deal but noted he believes both sides want to get the job done... 

6-30-2019 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell call to
stream Live Jewish Aliens at Sirius he said with the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in
North Korea, grin. 

6-30-2019 Despite their nearly hour-long chat, Trump said that sanctions on
North Korea Rx Pink Recipe for Breast Cancer Cure is still in place, sorry Ivanka if
we don't get a cure before you die a tortured death but this is war now war on
breast cancer! Inside the "Freedom House" on the South Korean side of the zone,
Trump and Kim were joined by the president's daughter in a Pink Dress! Later
Sunday, Trump addressed U.S. troops at Osan Air Force Base in Pyeongtaek,
South Korea. Not about the War on Breast Cancer! Sorry 'mothers' he told the
troops but this is war! These troops at Osan AF base know mom will die a tortured
death from Breast Ovary Cancer with no comments or tweets from trump and the
Top Brass, Admirals. A War Crime in the War on Cancer. 

Tipu Box $ British in North Korea heaps of corpses in Seoul... and every City the
British Entered the last century, In this World Tipu Box is the life blood of the
British Royals like Prince Harry! Prince Salman! “There are 35 million people in
Seoul, 25 miles away,” Tipu Sultan’s 20-sided gold “magic box” in the foyer. Tipu
Sultan, an 18th-century ruler of the kingdom of Mysore, was killed by the British
in the fourth Anglo-Mysore War in 1799. During hand-to-hand combat in
Srirangapatna, a British soldier tried to snatch a gold buckle from Tipu’s belt.
When Tipu fought back, the soldier shot him in the head. Tipu was found with “no
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ornament,” bare. The British, who didn’t count the heaps of corpses at
Srirangapatna, did count the wealth: over a million pounds’ worth, BP Oil heaps of
corpses in every City in the World and the Oil is the life blood of the British
Royals like Prince Harry! Prince Salman! 

6-30-2019 “There are 35 million people in Seoul, 25 miles away,” Mr. Trump said
before Mr. Kim’s arrival, gazing into the distance as he was shown the line from
the observation deck. “All accessible by what they already have in the mountains,”
he added, an apparent reference to the massive North Korean artillery firepower
built up within range of Seoul over several decades. “There’s nothing like that
anywhere in terms of danger.” 

6-30-2019 Blood - what is in it and should it be tested more than bottled water.
Let Homeland Secuity get closer to home by drawing blood at JFK every day every
person no exceptions! Arsenic in Bottled Water Prompts a Product Removal: How
Much Is Safe? Consumer advocates support more consistent oversight of the
bottled-water industry and say it should be regulated similarly to tap water. By
EMILY S. RUEB Emily needs to find out if there is any Arsenic in blood in general
and how much is safe same for zinc. 

6-30-2019 Blood - Blood Money from Prince Salman in the last few months. What
is in it? Should it be tested by Homeland Security for terrorists, greed. Sold your
soul instead of the Universe. 

6-29-2019 Apple No One in Florida bought one as they spent all their money on
lottery tickets $6 Billion, a war crime by the 2 White Men at 1984 Florida Lottery
HQ. ...to Manufacture New Mac Pro Computer in China Instead of U.S. Florida
Lottery sales have grown to exceed $6 billion. The bill would have required vendors
to place one of the following warnings prominently on the front of all lottery
tickets: “WARNING: LOTTERY GAMES MAY BE ADDICTIVE.” or “PLAY
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RESPONSIBLY.” 

6-29-2019 King of Sweden will issue a warning on 1,001 lost Nobels in Medicine by
the Florida lottery sales of $6 Billion $$$ 

Hall of Mirrors at Versailles $777 Trillion! 

 

These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the Lottery lost them a Nobel in
Medicine! 

6-29-2019 King of Sweden calls this a War Crime by Florida Lottery... "2-year-


